
WALT DISNEY VERTICAL INTEGRATION

In , Marvel was bought by the Walt Disney Company. Vertical integration is when Disney has to produce, market,
distribute, and create merchandise for.

The mission of The Walt Disney Company is to be one of the world's leading producers and providers of
entertainment and information. They are best known for creating The Star Wars and Indiana Jones Franchises
as well as its leadership in developing special sound and computer animation for film. Disney benefits by
selling products related to their highly desired brand, and for a relatively low cost. Another benefit captured by
creating Buena Vista was the ability to capture downstream profit margin. Russell, et al. New national
advertising, increased park capacity, expanded hours of operation, and increased ticket prices contributed to
the short term increase, while investments in new attractions, event spaces, and hotel development would help
sustain steady profits into the future. The Walt Disney Company has invaded several markets, diversifying its
offer to many fields. Economies of scope is the utilization of a wider array of available resources to new create
synergies. Its ESPN business similarly enjoys a brand moat and has few competitors. These theme parks help
create and support much of the Disney brand that people think of today, which is one of their strongest sources
of value. The changes resulted in a new kind of Disney evolving, with the hyper successful High School
Musical film series arising, aiming the Disney brand at a slightly older pre-adolescent audience. From this
analysis state and justify through quantitative analysis whether Disney is creating or destroying value via
diversification? Despite this announcement, Pixar did not enter negotiations with other distributors.
Ultimately, integrating firms reduce their costs while increasing revenues. Following the shareholders
approval the acquisition was completed May 5,  As a media company of such a high stature as Disney, it is
also very important that they are ahead of the competition in terms of using new technology. As a
conglomerate, it is able to have control over all aspects of what it produces. For example, The Walt Disney
Company opened several theme parks in different countries and sells the different consumer products in
different countries. Walt Disney has several activities that can be shared across business units. After analysis,
Disney has an obvious benefit of diversification, mainly because it allows them to expand their initial business
idea into several different markets. He also pledged to strengthen the Disney brand and protect corporate
values of quality, creativity, entrepreneurship, and teamwork. Disney has created or acquired multiple movie
production companies including Walt Disney Pictures, Touchstone, and Miramax, each company producing a
very distinct product with a separate target audience. Having an oligopoly is beneficial to the companies in
question as it means they have almost complete control over the market, as it makes it extremely difficult for
any competitors to arise, unless they are backed by a particularly massive company. Expanding horizontally
allows firms to take advantage of economies of scale by lowering the average cost per unit by spreading fixed
costs over greater production. Vertical integration strategy As we discussed in the question 3, the Walt Disney
Company pursues distinct vertical integration strategy in its different business lines.


